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Abstract. The published research related to history of signs presents a generic commentary. Therefore, this paper presents a detailed scrutiny of the essence and the narrative behind the evolution of signs [focus: shop signs]. According to The Complete Encyclopedia of Signs and Symbols, ‘Signs are vehicles for information and meaning, operating on many different levels – the universal and particular, intellectual and emotional, spatial and temporal, spiritual and material.’ Later periods of human civilization witnessed a conscious shift from the traditional industry to a knowledge-based economy that inculcates information-digitization. These signs were not only reflections of owners’ tastes and personality, but also formed the ethnic makeup of a street market. Gradually in the digital age, commercially oriented signs started giving continuity to public spaces and built streetscapes. This paper brings forth an emergence of signs and shop signs in India, rest of the Asian Pacific Rim countries followed by European countries and finally the Western Pacific Rim countries in North and South America
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Introduction

Signs are everywhere around us in myriad forms: tangible or intangible and verbal or visual depending on their nature and functions. In old times, a housewife generally bought what she needed at stalls that were regularly set up at smaller scale on local streets and were ultimately dismantled for newer ones to follow. Gradually, stalls got replaced by permanent shops in clusters connected to the living space above or behind as part of small buildings (Figure 1).
Shops make a significant contribution to the distinguishing character of any street market as well as the outdoor commercial business face at large. In addition, they also represent an important link with the social and cultural history of a place, family business, architecture, so on and so forth. Shop signs may be considered as quintessential urban markers of business and trade in a city. They allow us to unravel the fascinating dimensions of the visual culture of cities that represent diverse expressions, functions and integrations into visual relationships. The structure and order in shop signs is the result of visual design and elements that are used to craft names, tag lines and other content displayed on the panels. Therefore, shop signs include much more than what is seen at first glance. They involve the science of elements, their arrangements, meanings, functions as well as identity creation based on social, cultural, commercial, political and historical criterion. Therefore, in the context of the research study envisaged in the present paper, a ‘shop sign’ imbibes two very distinct contributions as part of a cityscape as follows: 1) a shop sign is a distinct element of a street culture that fascinates with respect to history, culture and social identity of a marketplace, city and its people. In context of India, there are hardly any textual records that describe this role of shop signs, 2) shop signs can also be considered as genuine urban markers of the various trades and crafts in a city (Yi). As artifacts, they also constitute the material culture prevalent in marketplaces of different cities in India.

There are signs in general that existed much before the coming of written records and the beginning of civilization. In those pre-historic times, signs existed as symbols over or in other forms of visual communication mediums such as tablets, seals, caves, rocks, sculptures etc. We could collect different symbolic and other forms of signs during pre-historic times belonging to a few countries in the historical journey of signs and shop signs ahead. Much later, periods of human history and civilization witnessed a conscious shift from the traditional industry to a knowledge-based economy that inculcates information-digitization. It includes signs in form of tangible boards or panels displaying texts that speak of people who run business, shops and firms. They are not only reflections of owners’ tastes and personality, but also form the ethnic makeup of a neighborhood or a street market and its character, as well as the social and business activities carried out in forms of old shop fronts or shop houses (Liebs). Gradually, in
the digital age the commercially oriented signs started giving continuity to public spaces as well as built streetscapes. For instance, landmarks and signposts represent individuality that is not dependent on the property over which they stand or the building façade that carries them at times. Furthermore, in this information-digitization age of uniform franchise signs and generic plastic box signs, the old forms of fronts, houses, guild signs etc. tend to attract by their individuality. They envisage a clever detail, a daring use of color and motion or a reference to particular people, shops or events (Liebs; Phillips). We have included those historical records of signs and shop signs for each country that have been part of published literature. The individual time periods of signs and shop signs are not identical for each of the countries covered. In addition, the following journey does not present a continuous or chronological view of emergence of signs and shop signs in every country. The following section brings forth an emergence of signs and shop signs in India, rest of the Asian Pacific Rim countries followed by European countries and finally the Western Pacific Rim countries in North and South America.

Signs and Shop Signs from The Asian Pacific RIM Countries

India

Signs in India, since antiquity, go back to the earliest forms of significations in the Indus valley civilization, 2600-1900 B.C. The rich Indian symbols and forms of beliefs and rituals have gradually developed to the fundamental pre-Vedic folk myths and legends influencing the daily fabric of life in past as well as the present (Damodaran). Since early 19th century till present times in India, age-old technologies co-exist with the high-tech world, bullock carts sharing the roads with fords and shanties being as much part of the cityscape as are the numerous skyscrapers. As a result, a very distinct visual language of signboards has emerged giving streetscapes in India a unique identity. In the context of India, actually both traditional and modern shop signs seem to function more as visual communication exemplars of the vast and rich crafts or some other ephemeral forms of visual culture pervading different marketplaces as a collective unit display of material culture. Illustrated are specimens of hand-painted craftsmanship of two sign-painters who paint boards, hoardings and truck graphics in old Delhi from a project that is dedicated to preserve the typographic practice of street painters in India (Figure 2).

Figure 2 Images from the HandpaintedType.com (2011) by Hanif Kureshi and team, New Delhi
In addition, there’s a historical narrative to understand the evolution of signs as pictorial symbolic depictions to handsome shop fronts/exterior adorned with signboards (Figure 3), from different time periods; representing different shades of traditions, cultures, movements, genres and styles in signs and signboards of India as follows: 1) Vedic times: The Harappan civilization, 2600 BCE to 1900 BCE, 2) Epic times: Hindu kingdoms on the Ganges, 1400 BCE to 1000 BCE, 3) Rationalistic times: Hindu expansion over all India, 1000 BCE to 320 BCE, 4) Buddhist times: ascendency of Magadha, signs from 320 BCE to 400 CE, 5) Pre-industrialization times: 15th century to early 19th century, 6) Modern times: 20th century and onwards.

Figure 3 Images from the HandpaintedType.com (2011) by Hanif Kureshi and team, New Delhi

Nepal

A key theme running across the Nepalese history is the country’s status as a cultural contact zone that represents Nepal’s great ethnic and linguistic variety (Whelpton). Parbatiyas or ‘people of the mountains’ culture dominate the Nepalese state. In context of signs and symbolic meanings, Nepal enjoys a great heritage and culture. The Nepalese culture represents a fusion of Indo-Aryan and Tibeto-Mongolian influences. This has been the result of a long history of migration, conquest and trade. Auspicious signs, including the ancient Hindu swastika and Shiva’s trident are used to decorate buses, trucks and walls. Unlike India, in Nepal at two main time periods emerged (Figure 4); when the signboards for shops were created by the ancient technique of hand-paint as well as others of the modern times reproduced digitally or in available modern fabrication materials as follows: 1) Age of Renaissance: inscriptions and symbolic forms, 17th century and 18th century, 2) Post-industrialization times: Hand-painted signs, 19th and 20th century onwards.

Figure 4 Images Courtesy: http://www.nepalsutra.com/

Malaysia

In ancient Malaysia, the Malay culture, power structure of state dignitaries and the princes in those times showed influences of more than one religion such as those of Hindu and Buddhist religions. Malaysia has now an ethnic and cultural mix of Malays,
Chinese and Indians among the locals (De Ledesma et al.). The entry of later Islamic art into the Malaysian visual culture made floral designs and related patterns very popular in those times. Post the 1950s when Malaysia became an independent nation, Malaysian contemporary artists tried to develop their own art and began to avoid the controlling influence of western art that existed during the ancient colonial times. For instance, among the visual artifacts on display in this country have been the Malay manuscripts and writings together with Malay cultural material such as keris, a traditionally crafted Malay weapon (Ayob). The journey of Malaysian signs can be traversed through three periods as follows: 1) Early Development in Signs: 7th-14th century, 2) Malay Vernacular style signs: 14th-18th century includes an interesting case study of ancient shop house designs in a culturally rich and commercially now affluent trade centre of Georgetown in Malaysia (Figure 5), 3) Chinese Baroque style signs: early 19th till late 20th century.

**Figure 5** Heritage shop house styles, George Town, Malaysia. Courtesy: https://penangshophouse.blogspot.in/

**Singapore**

Unique is the word that best captures Singapore. The dynamism in colors and richness in sign designs are a harmonious blend of the culture, arts and architecture of the island country. However, Singapore Tourism Board (STB) changed the slogan from ‘Unique Singapore’ to ‘Your Singapore’ in 2010 in order to enhance the feeling of belongingness with the dynamic city (Figure 6).

**Figure 6** Uniquely Singapore (sign) in 2009 to Your Singapore.com (by STB around 2010).

The historical collection of signs and signage from Singapore do not represent a strict chronology, but depicts milestone styles at different points of time, as follows: 1) Pre-industrialization times: shop houses and store fronts in 19th century, 2) Neo-classical and Art deco styles times: building signs in early 20th century, 3) Post-industrialization times: modern shop houses and signs, 20th and 21st century.
Cambodia

The available records, as part of published literature of shop signs from Cambodia in particular have been archived in form of published literature celebrating the eternal beauty of hand-painted text, forms and colors in commercial context of business and promotional design. Most of the colorful shop signs, that represent everyday goods and services have been painted on sheets of metal by artists in tiny makeshift studios (Duzaryan). This paper studies signs from the city of Phnom Penh in Cambodia under following genres and chronologies: 1) Classical times: signboards from 1930s till 1950s, 2) Cambodian nationalism times: signs belonging to the dark 1970s, 3) Cinema and romance: Cambodian female actors signs in 1980s, 4) Fashion savvy times: Phnom Penh look in the hand painted signs from 1990s till date (Figure 7).

Figure 7 Commercial local shop signs from Phnom Penh, Cambodia (from 1950s – till 2000s)

In addition to above, a detailed collection of shop signs from rest of the Asian Pacific Rim countries: Thailand, Indonesia, Hong Kong, China, Japan; are also part of my doctoral research overview in the thesis (Nath). Summarizing this research, it can be inferred that the majestic nations of Asia are representative of varied forms and styles of signs and shop signs that have evolved under rich influence of ancient abstract forms, iconography, art, entertainment, social events, techno-savvy themes or at times, a devotional reliance on the styles of architectural facades etc. Among the journey described in the south Asian countries of India and Nepal, signs in India have huge influence of various civilizations that pioneered since pre-history. With limited published literature of Nepal signs, we could collect signboard designs for shops based on production techniques of hand-paint and digital art. Moving ahead, among southeastern nations, Malaysia and Singapore signs have influence of city architectural façade design styles in Malay land and color or form related popular styles like Art Deco in case of Singapore. Written forms and art related significations exist in case of Indonesia. Among the eastern Asian group, China and Hong Kong narrate a historical compendium of shop fronts and houses, their related visual and material representational styles at the backdrop of distinct streetscapes.

Signs and Shop Signs in the European Countries

A subtly applied concept of on-premise advertising gradually emerged in Europe; with definite records of it over stone and on bricks as early as 3000 B.C. After that, some time later a continuum of conventional forms of signage started historically for the first time on massive tall columns in Rome. The earliest medium to advertise messages and business information, however, came quite later via a town crier in built streetscapes of a city. As trade developed, the producer had a fixed location and called attention to the merits of his goods by hanging them outside the shop. During the Middle ages, street
signs became more advanced and many intersections in European countries had signs pointing the way to cities and towns, sometimes including distances on different kinds of sign panels as well. All this is woven into a chronological order as part of history that starts from symbolic signs to specific sign kinds and styles, that appear in prominence at different points of time in different countries of Europe.

Many of these expressions/styles are rooted in the archaeology, rather than a devotional reliance on place specific or prominently architecture-specific influences and causes for the emerging faces of signs and later shop signs. Countries like Rome and Greece show the initial symbolic forms, or in other words, tokens of meaning hung outside business shops; followed by other insignia and commercial signage in France, Spain, Sweden, Germany, Italy, Hungary and United Kingdom. The following overview brings forth various sign identifications as symbolic forms and other commercial shop signs with examples at characteristic junctures in the narrative of shop signs journey in European land as follows:

Prehistoric cave art: signs as precursors of writing:

This era mainly started in the heart of European countries like France and Spain with creation of useless tokens or objects. As speculated by Pre-historians, many such cave art acted as abstract visual signs with large representations of animals as collective or independent clustered units. For instance, we can see the best of examples in France–Lascaux cave paintings and Spain well-known for the Altamira paleolithic cave art, painted as well as engraved cave (Figure 8). Other overviews on Pre-historian Jean Abélanet’s wordless signs. Perhaps, most of these wordless drawn messages, as signs are the vestiges of some religious themes tied to rocks, mountains, or the super-abundant water in the high, isolated valleys where they appear in France and Spain. Other speculation by few scholars holds the belief that these figures had an economic function (Figure 9).

![Figure 8 Wall Paintings and Engravings in Lascaux caves, France and Altamira caves in Spain](image)

![Figure 9 a. Masculine figure rock engraving at Tanum, Sweden (1400 B.C.). George Jean (1989), b. Rock painted grazing animal carvings at Tanum, Sweden.](image)
**Sans Signboard Times in Rome and Greece: 11th till 15th centuries**

The very earliest clear testimonies of sans signboard times can only be deciphered from ancient Roman signs. Of these, very few were painted signs. As per the rule governing signs in those times, the sign panels were made of stone or terracotta. For instance, sign for a dairy was represented by a goat form and a mill by a mule (Figure 10). To grab the attention of the wayfarers in Rome the sign makers applied another smart approach. For instance, a wine-seller accumulated sales of wine for himself by a sign that depicted the evergreen wine bush (Figure 10).

![Figure 10](image10.png)

*Figure 10* Signs for Dairy, Baker, Shoemaker and Winemerchant (from left to right) in the city of Pompeii, A.D. 70

Greek signs in those times seemed to be very meager and indefinite in occurrence as well as appearance. Signs in Rome used imagery more than text since many people were illiterate during those times. For instance, there were also signs to identify taverns and workshops, generally fabricated in raw materials such as wood, stone or on surface of metallic pottery. For instance, the symbolic Bush as their tavern-sign (Figure 11) gave rise to the famous proverb Good Wine needs no Bush. Religious relief and freestanding sculpture was mostly carved in stone, although wood carving was also common (Figure 12). There were paintings of Gods and a range of artistic tributes to kings and secular rulers were also seen (Figure 12).

![Figure 11](image11.png)

*Figure 11* The famous ‘Bush’ Tavern signs on Roman streets (left to right: ca. 11th, 14th and 15th)

![Figure 12](image12.png)

*Figure 12* Homer: author of the Iliad and the Odyssey, and Aeolus: in Greek Mythology [left, middle]; Aeolus, ruler of the winds (right)

**Writing systems: signs of picture-word combinations, 16th century**

Aztec developed ‘Codex Boturini’, that dates to the time of the Spanish conquest of Mexico in 16th century. In this, small icons are drawn in a linear fashion as ideographic pictures, the visual example being only a rudiment of a phonetic example. The brownish footprints in the image aid reading from bottom to top as well (Figure 13).
In addition to above, a detailed collection of shop signs from other time periods have been part of the doctoral research; as follows: 4) Town life of Medieval Europe: signs from mid-16th century till 20th century, 5) Shop signs in the Digital age, late 20th century and onwards. In a nutshell, historical records of signs from pre-historic times in Europe to digital age is mutually homogenous than collectively exhaustive and country-specific separate journeys of signs and shop signs in the Asian land. Influences in these countries too have been from pre-historic cave art and other abstract and symbolic pictorial forms present on rocks, art and sculpture, writing etc. But, more prominently, we see a dominance of the symbolism having a parallel union with material craft such as the signs as guilds, labels, solid hanging fascia etc. We can summarize them as popular forms of signification, for instance, in France and Spain indicate more popular signs in the caves; Rome and Greece envisage popularity of signs in context of religious themes explored by artists and sculptors. While, the other side of London signs are more synonymous with the typical Victorian mood often associated with their unique guild signs, trade signs and ancient shop fronts.

**Signs and Shop Signs in the Western Pacific Rim Countries**

A compendium of prominent western pacific rim nations could be included in this journey of respective signs and shops signs; under two categories, as follows: 1) Journey of Shop Signs in North America (includes Canada, USA, Mexico), 2) Journey of Shop Signs in South America (includes Columbia, Brazil, Chile). Taking a little dive into the historical context, if we exclude the European concept as a separate paradigm, our meaning of the ‘Western Culture’ here has its roots in the Classical period of the Greco-Roman era and the rise of Christianity in the 14th century. Other drivers of Western culture include Latin, Celtic, Germanic and Hellenic ethnic and linguistic groups. In this century especially, the self-identity of Western culture is getting blurred since it can be seen in almost every country in the world (Zimmerman). The other popular social face of the western identity is its Rap and Hip-Hop culture that has majorly governed the people, their likes and dislikes and their lifestyle. In the context, the promotional advertising display designs on signboards have suffered with time with this idea born in the US in 1930s. By 1950s, consumerism came to limelight and reached popularity in the 70s and 80s with a very sophisticated advertising agency involving big, propagandish signs and pop-art celebrating the theme (Figure 14).
The western sign and shop signs journeys took us through the journey of the visual cultural evolution of sign communication in the prominent paradigm of mass production, advertising and a planned obsolescence in the atmosphere to achieve market aims in hyper mobile society of the western countries. In America especially, there was a time in the 1980s, when storefronts, murals, banners, barn signs, billboards, and even street signs were all hand-lettered with brush and paint. But, like many skilled trades, the sign industry has been overrun by the techno-fueled promise of quicker and cheaper. The resulting proliferation of computer-designed, die-cut vinyl lettering and inkjet printers has ushered a creeping sameness into America’s visual landscape.

**Conclusion**

*Archeological layers of evolving meanings in time*

This historical journey of signs and shop signs in Asia to Europe to Western lands presents multiple forms of surviving or erstwhile historical signs, along with new additions of more commercial face of signs in digital age of present times. They together are like archeological layers that reveal different periods of human civilizations, their transformations, changing modes of human occupancy and use of spaces through modern versions of signage and wayfinding design.

Since, buildings undergo a change in ownership, the signs too undergo a structural and functional change. For instance, this is particularly present in the signboards and signage of 1920s-30s that included a classical color palette and celebration of the Art Deco and Depression Modern lettering. Likewise, the use of neon in the 1940s and 1950s in few Asian Pacific Rim countries of Hong Kong, Thailand, Korea and Japan and the Western countries of United states and Brazil reflect a causal occurrence of gas-tube technological upsurge that are rooted in the changed architectural fascia/façade vogues/trends.
Socio-cultural significance of signs and shop signs in time

On the other side, we can also infer that the socio-cultural significance of signs combined with their transitory nature seems to make the preservation of the pre-historic forms of signs more mysterious and include paradoxes. For instance, few cities such as New York in USA or the neighborhoods of Hong Kong that have retained the old charm of neon technology as a sign craft. However, these efforts are still within the restricted or regulatory bylaws prominently processed to allow visibility of signs and signage in cityscapes. Therefore, if trends of display, laws and business is constantly changing hands, then how the old forms of signs be put to reuse in order to harmoniously convey the texture of daily life from the pre-historic past in the present digital age.

Geography and the matter of meaning making through signs

Geographically, shop signs seem to be closely intertwined within the history of a city’s urban development and other social events. The activity of buying and selling of goods has been a tradition since long time with the first beginnings in Asian countries followed by the European and Western countries. The need to install a visible signboard or structuring a distinct shop front came along with the need to advertise and persuade more and more of trade and business.

Over the years now in these modern days, a signboard is seen as a very unimportant object: it was not always so. Historical analogies are often misleading unless we constantly bear in mind the great difference in details, even when the resemblance in the outline seems most striking (Dutt). Similar is also the case with the journey of signs to more commercial forms of signs for trades and business shops, starting from the pre-history till the modern digital age of signage. The social and economic factors, politics, development of cultures and written inscriptions on buildings and coinage form a common motif that influence the evolution and development of signs and shop signs in the Asian pacific countries and also in the European countries.

The narrative starts with the evolution of signs as seals/symbols/similar emblematic forms in earliest 2600 BC onwards in India. In India, the evolution of signs along with the themes is characteristic of certain eras / centuries that influenced the emergence of different forms of communicating ideas and messages through signs. The different time periods imbibe parallel cultural, local and functional themes. The evolution traced in other Asian as well as European countries brings forth the demographic core of these native countries or their place-specific identities. This comes across as a definite contrast to the traced evolutions in India, wherein the nature of the visual identities and styles emerge from the unique arts and crafts employed in the making of signs.

However, in the western shop sign designs, their evolution shows more prominence of the parameters that make different components of a sign’s design and its material representation rather than on the basis of any place specific associations. In these countries, we see that the visual syntax, hierarchy and material identity underwent a range of changes resulting in a clear classification of shop signs and fronts.
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